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Abstract
The factorial similarity of Psychoticism "P#\ Extraversion "E#\ Neuroticism "N#\ and Social Desirability
"L#\ as measured by the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire\ was assessed using gender! speci_c data collected
from 23 countries[ As in an earlier study using data from 13 countries "Eysenck et al[\ 0874#\ the Kaiser!
Hunka!Bianchini "KHB# procedure was utilised as a measure of factorial similarity[ However\ given the
recent evidence concerning the ~awed interpretation of the original KHB coe.cients\ two other coe.cients
were used to make an assessment of factorial similarity] a congruence coe.cient computed from the KHB
maximally congruent orthogonalised factors\ and a congruence coe.cient computed from the oblique factor
patterns of the U[K[ target and foreign country matrices[ The results of these procedures "using the U[K[
factor matrices as targets\ toward which each country|s factor pattern is rotated# indicated that] "0# the
Eysenck factors are strongly replicable across all 23 countries "1# the modi_ed KHB similarity procedure is
sound\ given the nature of these particular comparisons "2# in comparison to the oblique pattern matrix
congruences\ those computed over the KHB maximally congruent matrices were found to be optimal both
in terms of size and variation[ It was concluded that contrary to pessimistic observations made elsewhere\
concerning the validity of the factor comparisons based upon {original| KHB coe.cients\ the analyses in
this paper conclusively demonstrate a signi_cant degree of factorial similarity with the U[K[ data\ across the
23 comparison countries[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
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0[ Introduction
In a series of studies\ implemented over the preceding 19 years\ the Eysencks "Eysenck and Eysenck\
0872# have both encouraged and assisted in collecting data for cross!cultural comparisons between
di}erent countries and cultures\ using the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire "Eysenck and
Eysenck\ 0864# as the primary measuring instrument[ The essential comparison strategy has been
to initially compare the factorial structure of the EPQ within each country\ to that found within a
representative U[K[ dataset[ The purpose of this comparison is to establish the universality of the
psychometric scales of Psychoticism "P#\ Extraversion "E#\ Neuroticism "N#\ and Social Desirability
"L#[ The _rst three psychometric scales "P\ E\ and N# are predicated upon a biologically based
theory of personality\ from which such a deductive prediction of universality can be made[ That
is\ the questionnaire scales are not simply arbitrary sets of items that happen to measure attributes
of behaviours\ but rather are based upon a theory of personality which seeks causal explanation
at the level of brain physiology and biochemistry "Eysenck and Eysenck\ 0874^ Eysenck\ 0889#[
The deduction made by the Eysencks\ on the basis of their theory\ was that the psychometric
measurement of the personality constructs of P\ E\ and N would prove to be universal across all
countries and cultures[ Although the factor of Social Desirability "L# has not been theoretically
speci_ed to the same extent as the P\ E\ N triad\ it was considered nevertheless to be conceptually
strong to the extent that it would also demonstrate almost the same degree of measurement
similarity across cultures[
The methodological procedure used by the Eysencks for their comparison work has revolved
around the use of exploratory factor analysis as the primary technique for determining the
underlying dimensionality of the data in each country[ Speci_cally\ four principal component
factors are extracted from each sample of males and females within a particular country[ These
components are then obliquely rotated via promax or direct oblimin to a maximal simple structure
con_guration[ Finally\ each matrix of rotated factor pattern loadings is compared to the respective
rotated factor pattern of the U[K[ males and females using the Kaiser et al[ "KHB] 0860# procedure[
Eysenck et al[ "0874#\ in response to criticisms by Poortinga "0873# concerning the likelihood of
obtaining high KHB coe.cients by chance\ recently reported the results of such comparisons using
data from 13 countries[ These results indicated that the occurrence of extremely high KHB
coe.cients "near 0[9# was con_ned solely to homologous factor pairs\ that is\ between PukÐPc\ EukÐ
Ec\ NukÐNc\ and LukÐLc "where the subscripts {uk| and {c| denote the U[K[ and {other| country
respectively#[ Mean non!homologous factor comparisons were valued at about 9[05 overall[
Bijnen et al[ "0875# subsequently demonstrated that\ when using a 39!variable×7 factor matrix
of arti_cial data\ then permuting item loadings within each factor vector to create 05 {randomised|
factor structures\ they were able to demonstrate KHB coe.cients as large as 9[87 between the
original target factors and one or more permuted variable factors within the randomised matrices[
They concluded that such evidence seriously weakened the evidence put forward by the Eysencks\
on the basis of cross!cultural factor comparison[ Barrett "0875# attempted to demonstrate that the
KHB coe.cients were meaningful\ using a procedure of analysis that relied upon monte!carlo
simulation methods and incremental degradation of real EPQ factor patterns[ The main conclusion
reached in this paper was that the KHB procedure was sound\ although the use of Kaiser|s {mean
solution cosine| was seen as a mandatory constraint on any future use of the technique[ That is\
unless this coe.cient was high "above about 9[89#\ it was considered wise to carefully assess the
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factor comparisons at the individual item level "in order to determine the items that may be causing
excessive disparity between the two factor patterns#[
However\ further statistical work by Bijnen and Poortinga "0877# conclusively demonstrated
that the KHB similarity coe.cients were actually not similarity coe.cients\ but rather were cosines
indexing the amount of angular transformation required to bring a pattern matrix into maximum
agreement with a target matrix\ irrespective of whether or not the resulting maximally congruent
matrices were similar to one another[ In other words\ the coe.cients put forward by Kaiser et al[
were not measures of factor similarity at all\ but rather\ simply a measure of the angular trans!
formations required to minimise the vector disparities between two orthogonal factor patterns[
The KHB procedure failed to take into account that the two sets of factor vectors could be
completely disparate\ yet might only require a small transformation to bring them into maximum
possible congruence\ yielding very high transformation cosines "near 0[9#[ Hence\ the observations
by Bijnen et al[ "0875#\ and Barrett "0875# that KHB coe.cients could achieve near unity\ using
either random or virtually random data[ Ten Berge "0885# elaborated further on the use of the
KHB procedure\ noting that only where the product of the transpose of the target matrix with a
comparison matrix is symmetric "where the numbers of factors are equal in both matrices being
compared# and positive semide_nite\ can the KHB congruential _t procedure be considered valid[
However\ the use of the KHB {similarity| coe.cients is still incorrect\ as demonstrated in a simple
computational example by ten Berge[ Finally\ ten Berge concludes that given his own mathematical
arguments\ Bijnen et al[|s "0875#\ and Bijnen and Poortinga|s "0877# analytical studies\ all of which
demonstrate the same ~aw\ the KHB method is to be considered invalid as a method of factor
comparison[ Notably\ Bijnen and Poortinga "0877# conclude[
{{In our opinion\ the conclusion is inescapable that the high level of factor congruences estab!
lished in cross!cultural research with the EPQ to a substantial extent are attributable to statistical
de_ciencies in the KHB procedure|| "p[ 087#[
Since only the KHB coe.cients have been used by the Eysencks\ it is clear that another attempt
at determining the measure of factorial agreement between the U[K[ and all other country data is
required[ The demonstration that the KHB coe.cients have no relevance to factorial similarity
has serious implications both for the empirical work implemented to date and for a theory that
purports to claim the universality of P\ E\ and N[ Further\ it is not clear that the Kaiser et al[
methodology is ~awed to the extent that it is unusable or invalid\ as ten Berge has argued[ Rather\
we show below that the methodology can be modi_ed slightly to enable its use as a conventional
orthogonal target rotation procedure[ In addition\ we also compare the KHB orthogonal procrustes
procedure with that of direct oblique pattern matrix comparison using hyperplane maximised
direct oblimin rotation as the sole rotation algorithm[

1[ Method
1[0[ The datasets
Table 0 below presents the list of all data used in the study\ along with the number of participants
within each sample analysed[ Each dataset represented the maximum number of participants
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Table 0
The sample sizes of the datasets used\ comparing each of the countries with the respective male and female U[K[ datasets
Country

Males

Females

Australia
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
Catalania
Czechoslovakia
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Hong Kong
India
Israel
Italy
Japan
Korea
Lebanon
Lithuania
Mexico
Netherlands
Nigeria
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Romania
Sicily
Singapore
Spain
Sri Lanka
U[S[A[
U[S[S[R[
Uganda
Zimbabwe

225
525
495
321
301
305
485
490
872
636
157
861
577
392
606
550
523
444
363
390
714
266
421
0098
424
354
263
382
323
496
497
427
807
362

207
468
405
679
282
0385
0085
337
355
263
350
848
251
267
797
428
594
738
403
364
344
314
550
0158
447
438
390
490
484
412
762
418
444
254

available*combining multiple samples from the same country where possible[ Although much of
the data originally published was based upon a 090 item EPQ\ many of the later datasets used a
89 item EPQ[ Further\ more U[K[ data had been collected on the 89 item EPQ thus permitting
the potential increase in sample size of a U[K[ reference sample[ Therefore\ all datasets were
reconstructed\ where necessary\ to conform to the 89 item EPQ as published in 0864 "all 090 item
datasets contained the 89 items of the published EPQ#[
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1[1[ The factor comparison procedures
Given the ~awed interpretation of the original KHB coe.cients\ a decision had to be made
whether to discard the KHB procedure altogether or perhaps modify its use by regarding it
as primarily an orthogonal procrustes procedure\ assessing agreement between factors using a
conventional congruence coe.cient[ Since the only ~aw in the KHB seemed to be one of incorrect
interpretation of an inappropriate submatrix\ it was decided to remain with the use of the KHB
procedure\ but to constrain its functionality as an orthogonal procrustes procedure\ using the
congruence coe.cient as the measure of agreement between factor vectors in the maximally
congruent factor patterns[ The slightly modi_ed KHB procedure as used for the analyses reported
below assumes two factor pattern matrices are input\ each with associated factor correlation
matrix]
Given]
N  number of variables
k  number of factors
A0  the N×k oblique:orthogonal factor pattern target matrix
L00  the k×k factor correlation matrix for A0 "identity matrix if A0 is orthogonal#
F0  an N×k orthogonal factor pattern target matrix
T0  a transformation matrix that transforms the factors of F0 into A0
A1  the N×k oblique:orthogonal factor pattern {to be compared| matrix
L11  the k×k factor correlation matrix for A1 "identity matrix if A1 is orthogonal#
F1  an N×k orthogonal factor pattern {to be compared| matrix
T1  a transformation matrix that transforms the factors of F1 into A1
Generate "if not orthogonal matrix input# T0 and T1 matrices by factoring the respective L00 and
L11 matrices so that]
L00  T?0T0

"0#

L11  T?1T1

"1#

F0  A0T?0

"2#

F1 A1T?1

"3#

H10  diag "F0F?0#

"4#

H11  diag "F1F?1#

"5#

−0
C  "H−0
0 F0#?"H1 F1#

"6#

G  CC?  WM1W?

"7#

where W  the matrix of unit!length eigenvectors "loadings# of G\ and M1 is the diagonal matrix
of the eigenvalues of G
K?  C?WM−0W?

"8#

−0
K is the matrix that transforms H−0
1 F1 into maximum congruity with H0 F0[ It is at this point that
−0
−0
we now assess the similarity between the two matrices H0 F0 and H1 F1\ using the congruence
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coe.cient of Tucker "0840# to assess the similarity between the column vectors "factors# across
each matrix[ Whereas the original KHB coe.cients were interpreted from the elements of the
matrix]
"09#

L01  T?0KT1

−0
we now instead compute the congruence between the vectors of matrices "H−0
and
0 F0#H0
−0
−0
"H1 F1#KH1 \ which are re!expressed in the original factor space "postmultiplying by the respective
normalising matrices H−0#[
There is\ however\ a problem in using this modi_cation with oblique factor pattern matrices
that have no transformation matrix "as in the case of direct oblimin rotation#[ Although the A0
and A1 factor loading matrices are transformed into an orthogonalised form as F0 and F1\ these
latter two matrices are essentially uninterpretable as they do not conform to simple structure
constraints but rather are an arbitrary orthogonalised transformation of the original oblique
loading matrices[ Whilst the interpretation of the congruence coe.cients remains una}ected by
such a transformation\ the identi_cation of which vector corresponds to which {named| factor is
virtually impossible[ Therefore\ the only use of such a technique is in contrasting the overall size
of coe.cients with those say from a direct oblique factor pattern matching procedure using
congruence coe.cients[ The solution to this problem is to constrain the target matrix to an
orthogonal simple structure matrix\ with an identity matrix "of k factor dimensionality# as the
factor correlation matrix[ This permits the input of an arti_cial "9\ 0# target loading matrix\ or\ as
was done here\ the Varimax simple structure rotated solution of the U[K[ male and female reference
sample datasets[ Since there is no transformation required of the orthogonal target matrix\ the
comparison oblique matrix is orthogonalised and _tted to this speci_ed target matrix[ Identi_cation
and interpretation of factor congruences is now unambiguous[
The _nal parameter extracted from the KHB procedure was what Kaiser et al[ called the {mean
solution cosine|[ This is computed as]

m

01

0
−0
trace "H−0
0 F0KF?1H1 #
N

"00#

This coe.cient is the mean cosine of all variable pair cosines computed between the corresponding
target and comparison matrix variables "e[g[ variable 0|s loadings across factor vectors are com!
pared using the values in the target and comparison matrix#[ However\ it is important to note that
−0
the trace elements of H−0
1 F0KF?1H1 are in fact congruence coe.cients as de_ned by Tucker "0840#\
calculated across factor vectors\ using the formula of]
k

s aitaic
rc 

i0

"01#

X0 10 1
k

s a1it

i0

k

s a1ic

i0

where ait is the loading of variable i on a particular factor in the target matrix t[
where aic is the loading of variable i on a particular factor in the comparison matrix c[
These may only be considered as cosines "equivalent to Pearson product moment correlations#
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when the row vectors in the target and comparison matrices are transformed to have a mean value
of zero "the loadings are expressed as deviation values from the mean value of each row vector^
there is no need for the SDs of each transformed vector to be 0[9 unless the investigator wishes to
express and view the transformed loadings on the same unit scale#[ Since this form of row
transformation is not implemented in the KHB procedure "or here#\ we will in future refer to this
index as the mean solution congruence[ Its meaning is that as attributed to any congruence coe.cient
that varies between 20[9[
Since all rotations of the EPQ data have involved oblique transformations\ it was also decided
to measure the congruence between the oblique rotated factor vectors provided by the U[K[ and
comparison country oblique factor patterns[ Whereas the KHB is a targeted _t procedure\ the
direct oblimin solutions are entirely unconstrained in that they simply conform to the simple
structure oblimin criteria and those imposed by the hyperplane count maximisation at each value
of d[ It is of substantive interest to compare the e}ectiveness or otherwise of targeted rotation\
especially in the light of the recent suggestions by McCrae et al[ "0885# concerning the use of
orthogonal procrustes rotations in personality research\ and the results indicating that orthogonal
transformations recover underlying structure more accurately than those using oblique axis
rotations "Gerbing and Hamilton\ 0885#[
1[2[ The analysis sequence
For each country\ the unscored data were split into male and female datasets\ then submitted
to principal component analysis[ Four component factors were always extracted and rotated to
simple structure using direct oblimin rotation with the d parameter swept from −09[4Ð9[4 in steps
of 9[4[ For the KHB comparison\ each rotated factor pattern matrix was compared to the respective
male or female U[K[ target varimax rotated factor pattern matrix[ For the oblique congruence
comparisons\ the same matrices were compared to the respective male or female U[K[ target direct
oblimin rotated factor pattern matrix[ For comparative purposes\ the original KHB {trans!
formation| indices "from eqn 09\ above# were collated\ along with the modi_ed KHB congruences\
and the oblique pattern matrix congruences[

2[ Results
As a preliminary check on the su.ciency of a male and female Varimax rotated U[K[ factor
pattern to serve as a target matrix\ a KHB factor comparison analysis was initially implemented
between a Varimax and direct oblimin rotated factor pattern for both the male and female U[K[
datasets[ That is\ the male Varimax solution would be compared to the male direct oblimin
solution^ likewise for the females[ Given the processes involved in the KHB procedure\ the Varimax
solution should serve as one of any number of orthogonal transformations of the data[ However\
it was also considered of interest to compare the Varimax orthogonal solution to a direct oblimin
oblique solution\ using factor congruences calculated directly from the untransformed factor
patterns[ The results of these tests indicated that the minimum modi_ed KHB congruence "com!
puted using the maximally congruent target and comparison matrix# between same factor pairs of
PÐP\ EÐE\ NÐN\ and LÐL in both male and female data\ was 0[99[ The direct pattern matrix
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comparison yielded a minimum coe.cient size of 9[88 in only one out of the 7 comparisons "the
rest all being 0[99#\ indicating that there is really no substantive obliquity within the U[K[ EPQ
factor patterns at all[ Mean solution congruences were 0[99 in both cases[
Tables 1\ 3\ and 5 below present the mean absolute!value coe.cients computed from the
comparison of each country|s male data to the U[K[ male reference sample dataset[ Each table
shows the full set of comparisons between all four factors in the target U[K[ matrix and those from
the comparison matrix[ The main diagonal of each matrix corresponds to the mean homologous
factor comparisons PukÐPc\ EukÐEc\ NukÐNc\ and LukÐLc "where the subscripts {uk| and {c| denote
the U[K[ and comparison country respectively#[ Tables 2\ 4 and 6 present the corresponding indices
for the females[

Table 1
KHB transformation matrix coe.cients for MALE datasets\ averaged over 23 countries

P
E
N
L

P

E

N

L

9[84
9[94
9[08
9[09

9[95
9[88
9[95
9[94

9[06
9[93
9[85
9[94

9[04
9[92
9[96
9[87

Table 2
KHB transformation matrix coe.cients for FEMALE datasets\ averaged over 23 countries

P
E
N
L

P

E

N

L

9[86
9[96
9[02
9[00

9[96
9[88
9[95
9[96

9[02
9[94
9[87
9[95

9[02
9[93
9[95
9[87

Table 3
Modi_ed CHB congruence matrix coe.cients for MALE datasets\ averaged over 23 countries

P
E
N
L

P

E

N

L

9[75
9[93
9[04
9[16

9[93
9[81
9[01
9[04

9[03
9[00
9[81
9[04

9[16
9[03
9[04
9[77
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Table 4
Modi_ed KHB congruence matrix coe.cients for FEMALE datasets\ averaged over 23 countries

P
E
N
L

P

E

N

L

9[72
9[93
9[09
9[16

9[93
9[80
9[06
9[01

9[09
9[06
9[81
9[02

9[16
9[01
9[02
9[76

Table 5
Oblique factor pattern congruence matrix coe.cients for MALE datasets\ averaged over 23 countries

P
E
N
L

P

E

N

L

9[67
9[94
9[08
9[00

9[94
9[81
9[98
9[93

9[02
9[00
9[89
9[98

9[05
9[96
9[00
9[76

Table 6
Oblique factor pattern congruence matrix coe.cients for FEMALE datasets\ averaged over 23 countries

P
E
N
L

P

E

N

L

9[63
9[96
9[02
9[02

9[93
9[81
9[00
9[94

9[01
9[03
9[81
9[98

9[03
9[94
9[00
9[75

As can be seen from Tables 1 and 2\ the original KHB homologous transformation coe.cients
are very high\ virtually identical with those reported over 13 countries in Eysenck et al[ "0874#[
The non!homologous coe.cients are likewise very low and consistent with the values reported in
the earlier paper[ Figures 0 and 1 show a median!based box!plot for the coe.cients reported in
Tables 1 and 2[
The shaded area in each boxplot encompasses the interquartile range "middle 49) of obser!
vations# with the whiskers encompassing the minimum and maximum values of each factor vector
comparison coe.cient dataset[ The boxplots show clearly that there is little variability in the sizes
of the respective coe.cients\ around the median values\ across factor vector pairs[
With regard to the modi_ed mean KHB {congruence| coe.cients reported in Tables 3 and 4\
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Fig[ 0[ Median and interquartile range box and whisker plot for MALE datasets\ displaying the distributional form of
the KHB transformation coe.cients computed across the 23 countries[ The 05 possible factor comparison pairs are
plotted on the x!axis\ with the absolute valued coe.cient size on the ordinate axis[ The homologous factors pairs are
EE\ NN\ LL\ PP[

these values remain above 9[89 for the E and N factors\ but drop to around 9[75 for P and L[ Once
again\ non!homologous coe.cients are very low in comparison to the homologous coe.cients[
All mean non!homologous coe.cients are less than 9[17 in size[ Figures 2 and 3 show a median!
based box!plot for the coe.cients reported in Tables 3 and 4[ The boxplots are even more
impressive that those shown in Figs 0 and 1[ The variability in non!homologous coe.cients is now
overall much lower than that for the transformation coe.cients\ whilst homologous coe.cient
sizes remain high and easily discriminable*either using mean or median values\ and taking into
account the variability in coe.cient size across the 23 country comparisons[
Finally\ the results for the oblique factor pattern congruence calculations are presented for male
and female datasets in Tables 5 and 6\ with the corresponding boxplots for the coe.cients presented
in Figs 4 and 5[
These data and _gures demonstrate that although there is little di}erence between these mean
values for the E\ N\ and L homologous factor pairs\ the values for P are signi_cantly lower than
those reported in Tables 3 and 4 above\ based upon orthogonal\ targeted rotation congruences[
Further\ the boxplots show that the variability present in the values for the oblique congruences
is signi_cantly higher than that shown on Figs 2 and 3[ For both the male and female datasets\
there is overlap between the largest non!homologous comparison coe.cient and the smallest
homologous factor comparison coe.cient[
With regard to the properties of the mean solution congruence\ that is\ computed as part of
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Fig[ 1[ Median and interquartile range box and whisker plot for FEMALE datasets\ displaying the distributional form
of the KHB transformation coe.cients computed across the 23 countries[ The 05 possible factor comparison pairs are
plotted on the x!axis\ with the absolute valued coe.cient size on the ordinate axis[ The homologous factors pairs are
EE\ NN\ LL\ PP[

each target!country comparison\ the mean value for male and female matrices respectively is] 9[78
"range 9[65Ð9[84# and 9[77 "range 9[64Ð9[83#[ The median values are 9[78 for both males and
females[ It is useful to compare the mean and minimum values observed here with those computed
over 1999 random data matrices\ as reported in Barrett "0875#[ In this latter Monte!Carlo study\
the mean solution congruence was 9[06\ with a maximum value of 9[20[ These _gures are sub!
stantially lower than those reported above[ Looking at the relationship between the size of the
mean solution congruence and that of the average homologous factor congruences "the average of
the PukÐPc\ EukÐEc\ NukÐNc\ and LukÐLc comparisons#\ computed across each of the 23 comparisons\
we observe a correlation of 9[888 for males and 9[887 for the females[ This would appear to con_rm
the one!to!one mapping of the mean solution congruence to the average size of homologous
congruence similarity coe.cient computed via the modi_ed KHB procedure[ Contrary to Bijnen
and Poortinga|s "0877# arguments concerning its lack of use as an index of overall solution
similarity\ we _nd a direct mapping between it and the congruence coe.cients computed from the
maximally congruent orthogonalised KHB factor pattern matrices[
3[ Discussion
From the results reported above\ it is clear that the original KHB transformation coe.cients
were misleadingly high when used as indexes of factorial similarity[ However\ the modi_ed KHB
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Fig[ 2[ Median and interquartile range box and whisker plot for MALE datasets\ displaying the distributional form of
the modi_ed KHB congruence coe.cients computed across the 23 countries[ The 05 possible factor comparison pairs
are plotted on the x!axis\ with the absolute valued coe.cient size on the ordinate axis[ The homologous factors pairs
are EE\ NN\ LL\ PP[

Fig[ 3[ Median and interquartile range box and whisker plot for FEMALE datasets\ displaying the distributional form
of the modi_ed KHB congruence coe.cients computed across the 23 countries[ The 05 possible factor comparison pairs
are plotted on the x!axis\ with the absolute valued coe.cient size on the ordinate axis[ The homologous factors pairs
are EE\ NN\ LL\ PP[
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Fig[ 4[ Median and interquartile range box and whisker plot for MALE datasets\ displaying the distributional form of
the oblique factor pattern congruence coe.cients computed across the 23 countries[ The 05 possible factor comparison
pairs are plotted on the x!axis\ with the absolute valued coe.cient size on the ordinate axis[ The homologous factors
pairs are EE\ NN\ LL\ PP[

Fig[ 5[ Median and interquartile range box and whisker plot for FEMALE datasets\ displaying the distributional form
of the oblique factor pattern congruence coe.cients computed across the 23 countries[ The 05 possible factor comparison
pairs are plotted on the x!axis\ with the absolute valued coe.cient size on the ordinate axis[ The homologous factors
pairs are EE\ NN\ LL\ PP[
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coe.cients proposed within this paper do appear to be sensible alternatives that permit the
assessment of similarity between a target and comparison factor matrix[ Within the datasets used
here\ the variability of such coe.cients is smaller than that for the oblique factor congruences
reported in Tables 5 and 6[ Although there is little di}erence between the oblique factor mean
homologous congruence coe.cients and the corresponding modi_ed KHB congruence coe.cients\
the di}erence is considered substantive with regard to the P factor vector "9[67Ð9[75 and 9[63Ð
9[72\ respectively\ for male and female comparisons#[ On this basis\ it is considered that the
modi_ed KHB method is the optimal matching procedure for the EPQ factor structure and for all
such datasets where an orthogonal target matrix is considered a relevant target\ and where the
number of factors being compared is equal in both comparison datasets[ For the example given
by ten Berge "0885# that demonstrates KHB transformation coe.cients of 0[9\ with obviously
disparate factor patterns\ the modi_ed KHB congruence coe.cients have values of 9[997 and
9[205[
Additionally\ the use of the mean solution congruence is also considered a useful indicator of
overall {_t|\ although given its one!to!one mapping onto the mean homologous factor vector
congruences\ it is probably now of less importance than Kaiser et al[ "0860# and Barrett "0875#
attributed to it[ Perhaps of more signi_cance is the ability to isolate which variable vectors lack
agreement in any solution\ using the information provided by the variable vector congruences[
This certainly assists an investigator in identifying disparity in agreement between global vectors[
Although much of this paper has concentrated on optimising a measure of factorial agreement\
it must not be forgotten that the ultimate purpose of this paper was to demonstrate that the EPQ
factors are universal across cultures[ Of course\ a problem immediately arises as to how one
de_nes {universal|[ Previous de_nitions\ based either upon the KHB transformation coe.cients or
conventional congruence coe.cients\ have generally indicated that coe.cients above 9[7 are
considered a minimum\ with Eysenck and Eysenck "0872# proposing 9[84 as indicative of similarity
and 9[87 and above as indicating essential identity[ However\ this bound!setting of coe.cient
values is rather arbitrary unless some rationale exists to minimally justify the bounds[ As with all
measures of agreement\ there are no clear rules for when a coe.cient is to be judged {high| or
{higher|[ Specifying bounds based upon a consensus position is not the way to proceed\ as is
becoming apparent in the debate concerning the {P ³ 9[94| level in classical signi_cance testing
"Cohen\ 0883^ Schmidt\ 0885#[ Rather\ it seems better to advance the hypothesis of universality
based upon consideration of the behaviour of the similarity coe.cients when contrasted with those
from random data matrices[ This is exactly the way the signi_cant eigenvalue parallel analysis
criterion "Horn\ 0854# is justi_ed[ From Barrett "0875# it is known that the minimum mean solution
congruence of the EPQ comparisons "observed above# is at least twice the size of the largest
observed value from the 1999 random data matrix comparisons[ Further\ it is now known that
there is a one!to!one mapping of the mean solution congruence to the average size of congruence
coe.cient homologous factor comparisons[ Finally\ the vast majority of all homologous factor
comparisons are above the value of 9[74\ with no overlap between the distributions of the hom!
ologous and non!homologous coe.cients[ Although it may be argued that coe.cients of this size
do not demonstrate identity between factor pattern vectors\ they do nevertheless demonstrate an
extraordinary degree of consistency and similarity[ Even though speci_c items may be {lost|
in various cultures\ the results above indicate that the {core| factor remains identi_able and
mathematically discriminable[ It is this clear result that demonstrates the universality of P\ E\ N\
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and L[ Of course\ the next step in this sequence of analyses is to now examine the item loss across
cultures\ and the hypothesis that a core set of items de_ne P\ E\ N\ and L uniquely across all
cultures[
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